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SEM Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software

Overview

● Tailored by manufacturers for manufacturers.

● Specially made for Medical Implants/Devices, FMCG, Automobile manufacturers.

● Simplifies and optimizes using real-time data access manufacturing operations 
comprehensively.

● AI-encompassing software for informed decision making.
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Testimonials

We must appreciate the team for 
their intelligence and 
understanding to generate the 
erp with the information getting 
via mails and messages. It's 
challenging to have a overview of 
entire factory requirement and 
functioning with this much less 
inputs. Special appreciation of 
komal for beings patient to 
gather information from many 
sources. also understanding level 
is very good to understand 
technical things as well.

Pradeep Thik
Adler Healthcare Pvt Ltd

I wanted to take a moment to 
express my sincere appreciation 
for the incredible commitment 
and passion each one of you has 
shown working on the ERP 
project for Adler. Your dedication 
and hard work have been truly 
remarkable, and I am grateful for 
the immense effort each one of 
you has put into making this 
project a reality.

Vijay
CEO, Adler Health care Pvt. Ltd



Testimonials
About 1 year ago your team took over the work of 
Adler for ERP software developments. We have been 
working with great strength to achieve the 
commitment.

Your unwavering commitment to excellence and 
your passion for delivering a top-notch ERP system 
have not gone unnoticed. Throughout this journey, 
you have exhibited exceptional teamwork, creativity, 
and determination, which have been instrumental in 
getting us to where we are today.

Thank team for your great achievement & good 
support. 

Thanks again..
Nayan Dhane
On Behalf of Adler Team



Why choose SEM ERP Solutions?

Traceability 2x Cost Reduction 
in Operations

Graphical Insights, 
Analysis & Reports

Easy Implementation 
& Scalability

Easy 3rd Party 
Integrations



Curious how we simplify operations?

Operate Anywhere, Anytime
Break free from limitations of space and time! 
With web and mobile accessibility, SEM ERP empowers you to 
manage operations from anywhere using internet connectivity. Your 
manufacturing potential is boundless when your employees have 
enhanced mobility

Trace It Back Effortlessly
In this faster era, customers trust the brand more when the faults are solved 

before it appears. Fault detection in batch products is way easier with our 
Batch Card Management system. Trace the journey of your products from 
purchase to after-sales and scale operations seamlessly. It's not just a tool; 

it's your pathway to manufacturing success. 



Tailored to Your Desk

SEM ERP adapts to you, even on a personal level. 
You can customize the software to meet your unique business needs, to 
provide custom dashboards to your team and specific job roles, or for 
a personalized experience for a specific user. It enables quick analysis, 
decision making and actions.

Scale as You Grow

Your business does evolve, and so should your software.
SEM ERP’s scalability solutions enable modification of modules 

effortlessly to fit specific workflow requirements. Success is surely about the 
adaptability of your team and the system. 



Seamless Integration, Cohesive Workflow
Fed up with the third party integrations going wrong? 
SEM ERP ensures smooth integration with your existing or required 
third party systems, creating a cohesive workflow that enhances 
collaboration and efficiency. No need to start fresh, but start easy. 
Your operations, seamlessly connected. 

Simplify Data management
SEM ERP takes the complexity out of data. Effortlessly upload and 

download with easy file handling with upload and download features of 
excel and PDF. Your data managed seamlessly, 

so you can focus on what truly matters - your business.

Insights for Informed Decisions
Transform data into a competitive advantage. 
SEM ERP's versatile reports allow you to generate insightful analyses 
in various formats including graphical reports, empowering informed 
decision-making. 
Your roadmap to success, illuminated by data. 



Data Security and Privacy: Your Data, Our Top Concern 

● We at SEM ERP recognize the value of compliance and data 
security. 

● Your options to implement SEM ERP, include in cloud server or 
in your own local server.

● With the powerful data management and privacy features on our 
platform, you can be sure that your company not only complies with 
but exceeds regulatory standards.



Special Offerings

Simple Pricing for Your Economic Independence:
(EMI Option Available)

Bid farewell to intricate pricing schemes. SEM ERP makes budgeting easier and guarantees you 
get the most return on your investment with flexible annual subscriptions. You can choose to 
purchase the comprehensive solutions or modular components of your requirements. Our 
promise is your financial freedom. You can simply contact our representative to get more details, 
clarify any concerns or discuss pricing schemes. Here are some of our solution packs for you.

● Bundle Packages for Maximum Value :
        Complete operations solution
 

● Production Optimization Bundle :
Batch Card Management + Mobile Integration 



Interested?
Book a demo now!

Contact Us:

Email: sales@simple2manage.com
Phone: +91 7907683358

www.simple2manage.com

Simplified Enterprise Management
Business Solutions
2nd floor, Administrative Block, Kerala Startup Mission,
Palakkad, Kerala - 678007, India
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